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	Electrical Circuit Theory and Technology is a fully comprehensive text for courses in electrical and electronic principles, circuit theory and electrical technology. The coverage takes students from the fundamentals of the subject, to the completion of a first year degree level course. Thus, this book is ideal for students studying engineering for the first time, and is also suitable for pre-degree vocational courses, especially where progression to higher levels of study is likely.

	

	John Bird's approach, based on 700 worked examples supported by over 1000 problems (including answers), is ideal for students of a wide range of abilities, and can be worked through at the student's own pace. Theory is kept to a minimum, placing a firm emphasis on problem-solving skills, and making this a thoroughly practical introduction to these core subjects in the electrical and electronic engineering curriculum.

	

	This revised edition includes new material on transients and laplace transforms, with the content carefully matched to typical undergraduate modules.

	

	Free Tutor Support Material including full worked solutions to the assessment papers featured in the book will be available at http://textbooks.elsevier.com/. Material is only available to lecturers who have adopted the text as an essential purchase. In order to obtain your password to access the material please follow the guidelines in the book.

	

	* Revised edition now includes additional material on Transients and Laplace transforms

	* Highly practical text, including hundreds of examples and problems throughout to aid student learning

	* Free instructor's manual provides full worked solutions to assessment papers
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Public Speaking: The Evolving Art (with CourseMate with Interactive Video Activities, Speech Studio™, Audio Study Tool, SpeechBuilder Express, InfoTrac 1-Semester Printed Access Card)Cengage Learning, 2011

	PUBLIC SPEAKING: THE EVOLVING ART is the first book and integrated technology package to meet the expectations of today's students while both preserving and offering innovative variations on the well-respected traditions of public speaking instruction. Throughout the text, readers benefit from the examples of four peer mentors--real...
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Google Power SearchO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you’re like me, you use Google every day to find things—news, technical support,
		events, tips, research documents, and more. Were you to master Google’s powerful
		search refinement operators and lesser-known features, over a year’s time you could
		save days scouring over irrelevant results.

	...
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Programming Web Services with XML-RPC (O'Reilly Internet Series)O'Reilly, 2001
XML-RPC, a simple yet powerful system built on XML and HTTP, lets developers connect programs running on different computers with a minimum of fuss. Java programs can talk to Perl scripts, which can talk to ASP applications, and so on. With XML-RPC, developers can provide access to functionality without having to worry about the system on the other...
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Transfixation: Atlas of Anatomical Sections for the External Fixation of LimbsSpringer, 1987

	The past 25 years have seen a progressive improvement in external

	fixation techniques in terms of patient acceptability, ease of appli

	cation and apparatus stability. The recent awareness in Europe of

	the method, application and excellent results of the technique pio

	neered by G. A. Ilizarov has caused a rapid increase here in...
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Responsive Web Design with AngularJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the core functionalities of AngularJS, to build responsive single page applications


	About This Book

	
		Get introduced to the key features of AngularJS and understand its role in responsive design
	
		Learn various approaches for responsive web application development
	...
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Professional Team Foundation Server 2012Wrox Press, 2013


	OVER THE PAST DECADE, Microsoft has been creating development tools that have been designed for

	the ever-growing engineering teams of software developers, testers, architects, project managers,

	designers, and database administrators. In the Visual Studio 2012 line of products, there are tools for

	each team member to use to...
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